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Imaging and Spectroscopy Enabling Science

• The Astro2020-recommended 6-m IROUV observatory, recently named Habitable 
World Observatory (HWO) will utilize imaging and spectroscopy

• HWO in size, falls between two large observatories studied in detail by vast 
groups of the community in NASA—funded efforts leading up to and submitted 
for consideration to the decadal, i.e., Large Ultraviolet Optical Infrared (LUVOIR) 
survey and Habitable Exoplanet Observatory (HabEx) 

• These studies are an excellent starting point to take stock of what is available, 
what can be made today and in near future while recognizing that further studies 
will be needed for HWO science, mission, and technology development

• I will briefly discuss two of the instrument point designs developed by LUVOIR 
and HabEx, point out their enabling features and some of the key technologies 
used. I will also mentioned some enabling technologies that could positively 
affect future camera and spectrograph designs. 



Large UV/Optica/IR Surveyor (LUVOIR)



LUVOIR Signature Science Cases (Final Report)

1. Determine the occurrence rates of Earth-like conditions on rocky worlds around Sun-like stars (Chapter 3)
2. Search habitable exoplanet candidates for signs of life and confirm habitability (Chapter 3)
3. Characterize potentially habitable ocean moons in the solar system (Chapter 3)
4. Compare the atmospheres of a diverse set of exoplanets (Chapter 4)
5. Study planet formation via observations of planetary systems with a wide range of ages (Chapter 4)
6. Reveal clues to the formation of the solar system via study of its smallest bodies (Chapter 4)
7. Probe the smallest scales across cosmic time to constrain the properties of dark matter (Chapter 5)
8. Constrain the properties of dark matter via high precision astrometry (Chapter 5)
9. Trace ionizing light and its impact on structure over cosmic time (Chapter 5)
10.Understand the ways in which matter flows into and out of galaxies (Chapter 6)
11.Study the assembly of galaxies at multiple spatial scales (Chapter 6)
12.Probe the impact of star formation upon galaxy evolution (Chapter 6)



LUVOIR Instruments—HDI Context

High Definition Imager (HDI): A high spatial resolution camera covering 200–2500 nm, incorporating high 
precision astrometry capability



LUVOIR Instruments—HDI Context

High Definition Imager (HDI): A high spatial resolution camera covering 200–2500 nm, incorporating high 
precision astrometry capability



LUVOIR HDI Specifications



LUVOIR HDI Specifications





Architecture

Architecture:
• 4m off-axis f/2.5 aluminum monolith

• preliminary design completed.
• Four Instruments:

• Coronagraph Instrument
• Starshade Instrument
• UV Spectrograph (UVS)
• HabEx Workhorse Camera (HWC)

• Launch vehicle
• SLS Block 1B

• 72m (tip-to-tip) starshade 
• Co-launched with telescope

• Orbit
• L2

• Launch date and mission length
• ~ mid-2030s
• 5 year prime mission



HabEx Instrument suite—HWC Context



HabEx Instruments



HabEx Workhorse Camera Specifications



General Astrophysics and Solar 
S ystem S cience Themes

HWC  provides  lots , lots  more….
• Astrometry Exoplanet Detection 
• Optical C ounterparts  to X-ray S ources

• P lanetary Atmospheres  and E xospheres  in the S olar S ystem

• C ryovolcanism and P otentially Habitable Icy Worlds

• Distant G alaxy C lusters

• C oronagraphic images  of active galactic  nuclei (AG N)

• UV Imaging/S pectroscopy of G ravitational Wave E vents

S tar Formation Histories  of Nearby (Dwarf) G alaxies , Dark Matter in Dwarf 
G alaxies , E xoplanet Trans it S pectroscopy…



The Ultraviolet Explorer (UVEX) –
“Precursor CMOS Detector “

Synoptic Two-Band All-Sky Survey
• 50-100x deeper than GALEX
• Complementary to Rubin, Euclid, Roman

Time Domain Capabilities
• 3 hr target-of-opportunity response time
• Multiple cadences from hours to months

Slit Spectroscopy
• Sensitive, R>1000 over broad bandpass
• 1-degree long slit with multiple widths

PI: Fiona Harrison, Caltech
Instrument Scientists: Shouleh Nikzad, Roger Smith

• UVEX has two imaging focal planes made of a three-
by-three mosaic of 4k x 4k CMOS detectors (87% fill 
factor), with coatings optimized for the NUV and 
FUV bands

• The spectrometer uses one additional 4k x 4k SRI 
(mkxnk) CMOS detector with a graded coating to 
match the target wavelength across the detector



3D-Stacked Fabrication for Vertical Integration Silicon CMOS 
Detectors

• Allows for close buttability in mosaics—especially in 4-side buttable situation
• Allows for small pixels
• Allows for better thermal management
• Allows for smaller cameras and instruments 

Sony’s 3D Stacked CMOS Image Sensor Architecture
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Electron Multiplying CCDs

Teledyne-e2v schematic 

Single Photon Counting, High Efficiency Silicon Detectors

Quanta Image Sensor Skipper CCD

Fossum, Dartmouth Tiffenberg, APS, 2021



Conclusions
• LUVOIR and HabEx studies have done an incredible job in fitting compelling 

missions into the allocated cost and getting to point designs of instrument that 
can be done (with some work) with today’s technology. 

• The two studies have shown different perspectives and impressive solutions for 
future GO. While HWO will need a fresh look, LUVOIR and HabEx studies are 
excellent starting points.

• Several of the precursor technologies such as CMOS image sensors are being 
used in Explorers which are a great pathway to the GO. 

• Other technologies under development could offer alternative and potentially 
lower cost options and should be explored—trade space should not be closed too 
soon

• We need to get started and keep pace on
• Technology work that is needed/enabling for HWO
• Keeping industry engaged, focused, and funded
• Keeping next generation scientists and instrumentalists engaged and funded



Backup Slides
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Star Formation Histories of Nearby (Dwarf) Galaxies

Dark Matter in Dwarf G alaxies

E xoplanet Trans it S pectros copy

Astrometry Exoplanet Detection 



Capabilities: Resolution and 
E ffective Area

Capabilities: Imaging and Spectroscopy
• Diffraction limited at 0.4 μm

• Better than all current or planned facilities for λ < 1 μm
• Access to wavelengths inaccessible from the ground
• Ultra-stable platform

• Precision photometry, morphology, astrometry, …
• HabEx Workhorse Camera (HWC)

• Area 3’ x 3’, 150 nm  to 1.8 μm, R=2000
• Microshutter array

• Ultraviolet Spectrograph (UVS)
• Area 3’ x 3’, 115-300 nm, resolution up to R=60,000
• >10x effective area of HST for 115 nm-300 nm
• Microshutter array
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What is the difference between 
LUVOIR and HabEx ?

Both LUVOIR and HabEx have two primary science goals
⚫ Habitable exoplanets & biosignatures

⚫ Broad range of general astrophysics

The two architectures will be driven by difference in focus
⚫ For LUVOIR, both goals are on equal footing.  LUVOIR will be a general purpose “great 

observatory”, a successor to HST and JWST in the ~ 8 – 16 m class

⚫ HabEx will be optimized for exoplanet imaging, but also enable a range of general 
astrophysics.  It is a more focused mission in the ~ 4 – 8 m class

Similar exoplanet goals, differing in quantitative levels of ambition
⚫ HabEx will explore the nearest stars to “search for” signs of habitability & biosignatures 

via direct detection of reflected light

⚫ LUVOIR will survey more stars to “constrain the frequency” of habitability & 
biosignatures and produce a statistically meaningful sample of exoEarths

The two studies will provide a continuum of options for a range of futures



HabEx Workhorse Camera Requirements
The HabEx Workhorse Camera and spectrograph (HWC) requirements stem from Objectives 12 through 15 in 
the STM. The HWC requires a minimum 2.0 Å~ 2.0 arcmin2 field of view and a microshutter array to conduct 
MOS. The most demanding spectral resolution is set by the globular cluster science in Objective 14 (Section 
4.6). The Hubble constant science in Objective 12 (Section 4.4) drives the photometric precision of the 
instrument. Table 5.4-8 identifies the key HWC requirements.

Parameter Requirement K D Source
Spectral Range ≤0.37 µm to ≥1.7 µm ✓ STM

Spectral Resolution, 
R

Up to ≥1,000
depending on the 
measurement

✓

STM

Angular Resolution ≤25 mas ✓ STM

FOV ≥2 × 2 arcmin2 ✓ STM

Multi-Object 
Spectroscopy

Yes ✓ STM

Noise Floor ≤10 ppm ✓ STM



HabEx Workhorse Camera Requirements 
from STM O12-15



From Eduardo Benkek
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